TECHNOLOGY

DESIGN & BUILD
Technology built to serve you.
With all the numbers that go into banking, the right
data processing software solution is critical for every
credit union. No matter what your size or your
budget, the experts at Technology Solutions can

Design&build
Solutions

Web
enhancement
Solutions

work with your credit union to help you find an
answer that maximizes efficiencies and builds a
competitive advantage in a crowded marketplace.

DESIGN & BUILD
Software developed
for unique problems
can be pricey.
Designing and building the right software is the best way
to handle the extraordinary data-processing needs credit
unions face. But a custom program with outside suppliers
can be expensive. And working with off-the-shelf software is
a time-intensive process that comes with costs for features
you don’t need.

Fortunately, CU Solutions
Group® has the answer.
Our team has spent years developing and designing
custom software that has helped credit unions leverage
their own data to increase efficiency and effectiveness.

Key features
• Solutions are custom developed for
your own unique situations
• Leverages your own data
• Ongoing support throughout lifecycle
• Offers consulting from the leader in
credit union software
We know the challenges and opportunities credit unions
face. That’s why we design and build robust technology
applications like Performance ProTM, CompeaseTM,
ComplySight® and CU PolicyPro.
Not only do we build out software, but we’ll also partner
with your credit union and provide ongoing support for the
entire lifecycle of your custom product to ensure quality.
No matter the size of your credit union, we will provide

We work directly with you to present a custom solution

a free hour of consulting with our credit union software

that works better and faster, while boosting your online

development experts.

exposure, SEO campaigns and social network initiatives
that help you stand out from the competition.

Find out how CU Solutions Group can make your credit union more efficient today
by calling 800.262.6285, or by emailing info@CUSolutionsGroup.com
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